04 dodge sprinter

This vehicle fills a niche in the market. If you want an economic diesel vehicle that you can use
for hauling stuff or hauling family, then this is only thing out there that fits the bill. A mini-van
can't tow, a pickup won't seat 7 people and a giant SUV won't get 24 mpg. It has an amazing
payload, decent towing capacity, loads of interior space and is fairly economic although diesel
is pricey. The van has distinctive styling on the outside. The interior is spartan - rubber floors
and plastic. As a van, it uses rear leaf springs and tends to be bouncy when unladen. That said,
it's not uncomfortable, particularly on highways. Sort of noisy if you're not into diesel rumble.
So far, with 90K miles, the Sprinter has been very impressive. Fuel economy is over 20 mpg with
a version with dual rear wheels. Only real annoyance is excessive front tire wear due to the
factory alignment specs. Other than that, this vehicle is comfortable, nimble, economical, quiet,
surprisingly powerful, and so far bulletproof. If you can live with the looks, and the fact that it
won't fit in the garage, it is well worth the price premium over anything else on the road that
thinks it can compare for both passenger and cargo service. Solid chassis with nice German
styling and seats, the plain-but-functional well-executed variety. Fairly small diesel a real gem,
getting the vehicle up and running quickly and smoothly. Downshifts: excellent for braking and
respond correctly by not over-revving the willing little engine. Quiet when all the parts are
tightly in place, it has a tendency to loosen its door stops and find the worst in choppy or
pothole laden roads, but stays stable- driving. Dealer adjustments? Leaky Trans 3K miles. I
bought this for my family, and so are many other people now I fixed some of the problem myself
after they told me it couldn't really be expected not to bang and rattle. Also had the common
transmission leak TSB was issued , and central locking system was beyond quirky and had to
have the central locking timer module replaced now is quirky, but according to the way the
owners manual says it should be. Over all, this van is great!!! Roomy, quiet, comfortable, solid,
peppy, and frugal on fuel. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Sprinter. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Sprinters for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Sprinter. Sign Up. The Mercedes-Benz Sprinter is a light
commercial vehicle van built by Daimler AG of Stuttgart , Germany as a large van , chassis cab ,
minibus , and pickup truck. In the U. They are now primarily marketed by Mercedes-Benz. The
first generation Sprinter was launched in Europe in to replace the famous but outdated
Mercedes-Benz TN van dating from It was voted International Van of the Year for Units sold to
the rest of North America were badged as Mercedes-Benz until when they received Dodge
branding. Key individuals from DaimlerChrysler Commercial Vehicle Division and Freightliner
Trucks were selected to spearhead the effort and made up the bulk of the division. Nearly all of
the original staff were retained, though the base of operations shifted from North Carolina to
Auburn Hills, Michigan. The remainder of DaimlerChrysler Vans LLC remained active in
Huntersville as an engineering, upfitter certification and safety compliance resource in support
of the Sprinter. It was identical to the Freightliner Trucks version except for minor styling details
and badging. Rather than redesign the aging Dodge Ram Van which had used the same basic
body and layout since the s and was discontinued in , DaimlerChrysler chose to replace it with
the Sprinter. Passenger vans were not subject to the same tax classifications and were
imported as an assembled unit through Mercedes-Benz in Jacksonville, Florida. The cargo
version of this model is reassembled at a plant in Ladson, South Carolina which was previously
used as an American LaFrance factory. Like its predecessor, the passenger version is imported
as a complete unit. The model of the first generation is still assembled by Iran Khodro Diesel.
Since , the Sprinter model has been revived in Russian markets only as the Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter Classic. The phase 2 grille was chosen for use on the Sprinter Classic and the
dashboard design. Sprinter Classic used the steering wheel from the Sprinter models. The
second generation Sprinter was introduced in Europe in The NCV3 appeared in Europe and in
other countries in the model year. North America received its own NCV3 for the model year. The
US cargo version of the NCV3 comes in two wheelbases options ", " , two roof heights standard
Neither the " wheelbase nor the rear super single tires are available in the United States market.
The US cargo version are reassembled from kits in an assembly plant located in Ladson, South
Carolina, while the passenger models are imported directly from Germany. The
second-generation was produced in Argentina only for export marketsâ€”except Mercosur
markets Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay â€”from until , but in announced new production of the
second generation in the Centro Industrial J. Manuel Fangio, in Buenos Aires [13] with the
brand new OM engine also local made and exported to the rest of America including Mercosur
markets. Since , it is manufactured for the Mercosur and 40 other countries. A class action
lawsuit was filed in California state court against Mercedes-Benz alleging the defendant has
sold Mercedes-Benz Sprinter models and with water that leaked from the air conditioning unit in
the roof onto the passenger area. The leakage of air conditioning unit was also discovered on

Dodge Sprinter made by Mercedes-Benz from through Changes include the addition of new
assistance systems crosswind stabilization , collision avoidance system optional , blind spot
monitor optional , adaptive highbeam , lane departure warning system , Euro VI emissions
compliance, redesigned radiator grille, more angular headlights, new upholstery and seat
coverings, thicker steering wheel, optional fresh air nozzles boast chrome applications,
new-generation radio system. The vehicle was unveiled in International Commercial Vehicles
show. Ordering began in June , followed by deliveries in September US models went on sale in
fall as model year vehicles. Early models included a choice of 2 engines 2. In September ,
e-commerce platform Amazon announced that they had contracted to acquire 20,
Amazon-badged Sprinters to be available for small business partners of their proprietary
logistics service. US models were set to go on sale in the first quarter of as model year vehicles.
Early models included " and " wheelbases in low and high roof configurations, 5 body styles
Passenger Van, Crew Van mixed 2-row passenger and cargo application , and Cargo Van both 8,
and 11, GVWRs , 1 engine choice 3. For the model year the Sprinter receives a more stylish and
upright grille with Mercedes' signature 3 slat design. In an effort to make the Sprinter's fuel
economy more competitive, North American models will get the 2. The Sprinter will now feature
LED running lights. Air suspension will be available on the series model. For the UK market in ,
to celebrate 20 years since the first Sprinters were manufactured a run of special edition vans
were sold to the public. These vans included the following additional interior comforts and
exterior trim level;. The third-generation Sprinter debuted on 6 February at the Mercedes-Benz
logistics center in Duisburg and was available to purchase from June It is the first generation to
include a front-wheel-drive van in the line-up. A range of technology and comfort features are
standard or optional. The Freightliner version is being discontinued after the model year. The
Sprinter is designed primarily for business, not private users, although recreational vehicle RV
conversions are available. In the United States, the first generation Sprinters â€” were offered
solely with the Mercedes-Benz 2. Companies are replacing van conversions with wide bus
bodiesâ€”Sprinters with side-facing benches and tall right-side doorsâ€”as campus shuttles.
Limited numbers of complete " wagons " passenger vans are being produced in Germany and
shipped complete to the United States mostly for personal and church van uses. Typical
Sprinter Wagons accommodate 8 to 10 passengers and have glass in all possible factory
positions. The Dodge dealer network for Sprinters is limited to certified locations known as
"Business Link" certified dealers, usually only awarded to "Five Star" certified dealers , and
dealer knowledge is still limited in both sales and service. Special orders typically take one to
three months for delivery, and may take even longer due to the assembly and disassembly in
Germany, and exporting parts to South Carolina for re-assembly. The exception is passenger
van models which are assembled in Germany and exported as complete vehicles. This is
because of the United States Chicken Tax. As an unintended consequence , several importers
of light trucks have circumvented the tariff via loopholes , known as tariff engineering. Ford
ostensibly a company that the tax was designed to protect , imported its first-generation Transit
Connect light trucks as "passenger vehicles" to the U. Such expediters are similar to truck
drivers, except they take smaller loads and will wait after unloading until dispatchers find
another customer nearby to transport goods. Another market in which Sprinters are gaining
ground is as van conversions and recreational vehicles. Conversions include RV's, limousines,
family and luxury vans, office vans, wheelchair accessible vans and golf vans. Sprinter RV
conversions can also be called Sprinter campervans. Sprinter conversions have been produced
by several RV and coach manufacturers. Chilled box versions of the Sprinter currently make up
the majority of the supermarket Home Delivery fleet across the UK, but demand for these vans
has begun to decline. Mercedes are currently working with Waitrose Home Delivery, who
currently use chilled LWB HR Sprinters, on a prototype of a new generation home-delivery van,
which is currently being used in select stores, aiming to cut emissions, costs and increase
time-efficiency. These are a popular choice for local affiliates for their maneuverability in
metropolitan areas and the lack of DOT regulations in the under 10,lbs versions. In Colombia
the Sprinter is the most popular van for intercity transport. Although primarily marketed as a
goods van , the Sprinter has 4 variants designed to carry passengers. These are made by
removing parts of the walls and replacing them with glass window panels. This is the smallest
of the Sprinter minibuses. There are 4 sub-variants: the 23, 33, 35 and It has 4 doors: 1 on either
side of the driver and front passenger seats which, like in a van, are segregated from the main
passenger compartment , a sliding door in the middle, which goes into the rear passenger
seating area, and a set of double doors at the back going into the disabled area with an elevator
that can be extended out of the doors when they are open. This minibus is a longer variant of
the Sprinter Mobility where the front passenger seat has been removed and the front passenger
seat door now acts as the door for all passengers. In addition, the back wall has seats along it,

but can be opened as a door and the seats removed to make modifications to the interior of the
vehicle. It comes in 5 sub-variants: 23, 34, 35, 45 and It has seats and is 5. It is designed for bus
services to hamlets. This bus has a high-floor, and in addition to the driver's door, has just 1
automatic passenger door with steps. It is 7. The Freightliner variant has been in production
since There are three sizes, Sprinter City 35, 65 and 77, which seat from 10 to 16 passengers;
including standing passengers , these versions can accommodate 22 to 40 passengers. The 77
variant has a low floor throughout and a third pair of wheels at the rear. There is also a manual
door on the offside into the driver's cab. The 77 variant has double rear doors. In North America,
only the six cylinder 3. An electric hybrid version has been tested, but is not currently officially
part of the Sprinter range. The model designations for the first generation Sprinter are W, W, W,
W and W, depending on the gross weight rating. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article is about the Mercedes-Benz commercial vehicle. For the Toyota compact sedan, see
Toyota Sprinter. Light commercial vehicle van built by Daimler AG. Motor vehicle. Light
commercial vehicle M Large van U. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. FF layout FR layout F4 layout. Retrieved 16 March Retrieved 29
August Archived from the original on 10 March Retrieved 15 March Archived from the original
on 27 August Retrieved 27 August Auto Express. Retrieved 28 September Archived from the
original on 27 December Retrieved 22 October Cheap RV Living Blog. Archived from the original
on 20 October Retrieved 4 November Retrieved 14 November Sprinter USA. Retrieved 8
November Retrieved 26 February NBC 6 South Florida. Fortune magazine. Retrieved 13 May
Truck Trend magazine. Truck Trend. Car and Driver Magazine. Fleet Point. Business Vans. Wall
Street Journal. Automotive News. Retrieved 26 September El Espectador. Retrieved 27
November Retrieved 29 March Ars Technica. Retrieved 25 May Retrieved 20 March Retrieved 5
April Archived from the original on 30 January Retrieved 1 October Archived from the original
on 14 July Retrieved 25 September Buses portal. Dodge truck timeline, North American market,
sâ€”present. A marque of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider Ramcharger. Category:Dodge
vehicles. Freightliner Trucks. Business Class M2 C2 Sprinter Minibus. Business Class
FL-Series. A brand of Daimler Trucks North America. Categories : Mercedes-Benz trucks
Vehicles introduced in Police vehicles Minibuses Vans Low-floor buses Rear-wheel-drive
vehicles Hybrid vans s cars s cars s cars. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title
CS1 Spanish-language sources es Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata Use dmy dates from June Articles needing additional references from August All
articles needing additional references All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from October Articles with unsourced statements from July Commons
category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Third generation. FR layout ; FF Layout
Volkswagen Crafter Volkswagen LT. Post-facelift Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. Phase I â€” 2.
Laurent Boulay. FR layout [8]. Ram Promaster for Dodge Sprinter. Third generation
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. V,
X Musso FJ. Off-road vehicle. Pickup truck. Musso Sports P AMG GT. Electric Crossover.
Electric SUV. Electric Saloon. Electric MPV. Mid-size CUV. Compact SUV. Full-size CUV.
Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand Caravan. Compact pickup. Ram Mid-size pickup. Full-size
pickup. D Series. Ram D Series. Ram SRT Heavy-duty truck. After Fiat S. A timeline of these
models can be found here. Commercial trucks Medium-duty trucks Business Class M2
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. From the 1st phone call to
the final handshake, I have been super impressed by the friendliness, understanding and
professional edge demonstrated by the staff at Royal Motors. Got my 1st Prius for a decent
price and a sweet deal! They responded back but I would need a cosigner and people just don't
do that anymore. Salesman Jerome is very helpful caring understanding to customer. He is
honest of what he does on his job. He is a GOOD peson. Fast and efficient people. Very polite
and nice. A pleasure doing business with them. The response was very prompt sent me all the
details on the truck I am out of town now but I am going to go look at it. I believe the dealership
contacted me in regards to my request. Good response time in getting information back to the
customer. Mike and Eric bent over backwards to help me and they made me a fantastic deal I
recommend highly! Very responsive to messages, very friendly. Overall a great experience. I
know there over all rating is higher than 3 but you can't please everyone I must be one. The
discription and photos were good on the test drive the front end noise was just to much I didn't
want to buy that big of a problem. Willing to work with you on the price. They even drove the car
so my mechanic could look it over. I asked for pictures. Only received 1 picture of the rear right
deck lid corner. Not enough to make a bring decision. I will pass. We'll help you find great deals

among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Dodge
Sprinter Cargo listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Private Seller: John.
CarGurus Pay. Negotiable , mi. Why Use CarGurus? Dodge Sprinter Passenger For Sale 7
listings. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads
are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Luggage capacity Maximum cargo capacity
Standard seating 2 Exterior Length Gross weight 8, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity Performan
allison transmission 3000 parts diagram
2006 dodge charger starter relay
2003 tundra radio wiring diagram
ce Base engine size 2. Torque rpm 1, Payload 4, lbs. Maximum towing capacity 5, lbs. Drive
type rear-wheel Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. Base Cargo Van in. High Roof Cargo
Van in. Viewing Base Cargo Van in. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider
allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel
Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration

